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2019 
Statement of Teaching 
 
I equip students to envision and reimagine the public discourse toward which they will contribute. 
Blending the strategies of seminars, lectures, and studio courses, I strive to prepare my students with 
the historical grounding, technological insight, critical vocabulary, and artistic resilience they need to 
ask the tough questions that will shape the future. I see my students as citizens of the world 
(regardless of national origin or documentation), and my classrooms as sites to build communities of 
inquiry and propel courageous acts.   
 
My pedagogy is an extension of my work’s commitment to theory and practice. I conduct my studio 
like a library of precedents, an inventory of tools, a lab for rigorous experimentation. My familiarity 
and resourcefulness across many media allows me to be extremely versatile in classrooms, 
responding to student interests and new technologies alike. I expect all my students to gain a mastery 
over both the tools/vocabularies at hand and the evolution of media. They are left with the ability to 
orient themselves, empowered to go forward in their own practices with a keen ear for the echoes of 
previous approaches.  
 
I begin each class with a common experience – a short artist’s talk, gallery visit, or screening. I find 
that this crucially brings students minds to the present. Throughout the rest of the class, this 
becomes a solid point of reference for their subsequent adventure into new conceptual territory. In a 
lesson on camera movement, or the body and the gaze, for example, we begin standing in the semi-
darkness between two projections, watching Shirin Neshat's “Turbulent.” After watching the loop 
once, I ask students to jot or sketch initial responses to the work, either critical or artistic. A period 
of open conversations follows, where I speak only to bring forward lines of questioning.  
 
In a hands-on technique/technology-heavy subject, I follow this initial exposure with a blend of 
historical lecture and demonstration. To account for a variety of learning modalities and spoken-
language comprehension, I weave between slide lectures (with text on screen), chalk-board diagrams, 
demos, and small-group hands-on activities. Given the diversity of my students’ goals in the 
ubiquitous digital media, I map a topic across many different art practice landscapes and traditions. 
In a lesson on “image display,” we might study silver halide particles and reenact Frampton's “a 
lecture” to examine experimental film. We may discuss how an electron moves across a cathode ray 
tube or create our own version of Paik’s “Altered TV” to touch on early video art. Then we’ll study 
data compression, read Steyerl’s “In Defense of the Poor Image,” and create a collective multi-
channel video with our smartphones to bring us up to date.  
 
For introductory courses, I have developed a habit of assigning weekly reading responses or creative 
projects. I find that these short, frequent, low-pressure prompts help students develop an ability to 
hear their own voices better as they process new information. The rapid-fire follow-up critiques or 
discussions give students the practice they need to gain mastery over new critical vocabularies. For 
advanced students, I assign these sketches only in the first third of the term, to give them exposure 
to each other’s works, and then allow them to focus on larger projects for the remainder of the 
course. To account for the commonly mixed-level classes I’ve taught, I regularly develop tiered 
rubrics with multiple thematic options to allow both fairness and flexibility. 
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A class period ends by looking again at the material with which we started (such as Neshat’s 
Turbulent) for an opportunity to apply the critical vocabulary and techniques learned that day. This 
return to an earlier conversation is particularly useful for first-generation, non-native English 
speakers, and other marginalized students. The second chance at speaking is often crucial for their 
verbal participation and, thus, their sense of inclusion. Through such community building, I believe 
my classroom becomes a small public - one from which my students can draw strength and bravery 
as they forge their space in a larger public.   


